Industry is looking to create a market in reliable "plug-and-play" components. To model components in a modular style it would be useful to combine event-based and state-based reasoning. One of the first steps in building an event-based model is to decide upon a set of atomic actions. This choice will depend on the formalism used, and may restrict in quite unexpected ways what we are able to formalise. In this paper we illustrate some limits to developing real world processes using existing formalisms, and we define a new notion of refinement, vertical refinement, which addresses some of these limitations. We show that using vertical refinement we can rewrite a specification into a different formalism, allowing us to move between handshake processes, broadcast processes and abstract data types.
Introduction
Industry is looking to create a market in reliable "plug-and-play" components. It has been noted [25] that to model components in a modular style it would be useful to combine the event-based reasoning of process algebra with state-based reasoning. But it has been commented [24] that in order for process algebras to become of greater use in practice there is a need for a more well-defined methodology. Here we will take a familiar state-based methodology and apply it to a specification of an event-based process. This can be seen as an improved, or at least novel, event-based methodology or as the first step towards a methodology for specifying components with both state-based and event-based features.
This paper is event-based other than that we will be applying use case specifications, a common part of state-based methodologies, to event-based processes. 
Reeves Streader
We will show a very simple example of an event-based process where the atomic actions we have chosen are perfectly adequate. But, when we attempt to extend the implementation by specifying an additional use case the specification cannot be satisfied using process algebras such as CSP or CCS. From this we conclude that the actions we have chosen are not at an adequate level of abstraction. It is usual to have to informally rewrite the specification using a different set of atomic actions. Here we define vertical refinement of processes that allows us to formally rewrite the specification using a different set of atomic actions.
Anyone building a process model must decide on the formalism to be used and on a set of atomic actions. It is tempting to think that the atomic actions used in the formalism correspond quite naturally to real "atomic" actions. In practice it is more likely that some thought is required to decide what aspects of the real world can be modelled by an atomic action. To make such a choice requires a detailed knowledge both about the world to be modelled and the formalism in which it is going to be modelled. Moreover the choice will depend on the formalism used, and this may restrict in quite unexpected ways what we are able to formalise.
In the paper we will illustrate some limits to developing real world processes using existing formalisms, and we define vertical refinement which addresses some of these limitations.
Many definitions of process refinement, e.g. failure refinement [3] and trace refinement [23] , relate processes with the same alphabet or set of atomic actions. We will refer to processes with the same alphabet as being in the same layer and refinement within a layer as horizontal refinement. Our definition of vertical refinement between layers is based on a refinement function and an abstraction function. The refinement function maps high-level processes, defined over a set of high-level atomic actions, to low-level, more detailed processes, defined over a set of lowlevel atomic actions. The abstraction mapping vA moves us from the low-level back to the high-level.
Each refinement step formalises a design decision, e.g. a failure (trace) refinement step is a design decision to remove some failures (traces) from the set of failures (traces) of the process. A sequence of refinement steps is well behaved when no design decisions can undo a previous decision, e.g. after a failure (trace) is removed from the set of failures (traces) of the process no subsequent refinement step can replace it.
To the best of our knowledge our definition of vertical refinement is the first that can be used to relate layers where the actions on different layers can be of a different kind, e.g. handshake, broadcast or abstract data types.
In this paper we will use two sets of observable actions: a! actions that can be thought of as active and a? actions that can be thought of as passive; and we will model their synchronisation as the unobservable τ . In the handshake layer we use these two sets of actions in the same way that CCS uses names and co-names.
The example that follows demonstrates that it is possible to use a set of handshake actions to formally describe how a simple process must interact, but to model the process we need to extend process algebras such as CSP or CCS. Robot use cases: In Fig. 1 we give three simple use cases to specify what drinks Robot obtains from three vending machines. VM is easy to understand as a machine that accepts a coin (c?) and then reacts to either button one (b1?) or button two (b2?) being pushed and subsequently enables the removal of drink one (d1?) or drink two (d2?). The vending machines VM1 and VM2 are self-explanatory. Using the chosen atomic actions process algebras can model these simple vending machines but can they model the specified Robot ?
Use case a, the robot must obtain drink d1 from VM1, can obviously be satisfied by R1 def = c!b1!d1!. But this fails to satisfy use case b. We can refine R1 to Rob and establish that it satisfies use
case b, that the robot must obtain drink d2 from VM2. Although for such a simple process we can see that it also satisfies the initial use case "obtaining drink d1 from VM1", for more complex processes we would establish a formal refinement relation from R1 to Rob. At this point in the development VM1, VM2 and Rob are all viewed as being defined at an adequate level of abstraction and the first two use cases have been satisfied. But we are unable to satisfy the third use case c, the robot must obtain drink d1 from VM. From this we conclude that the actions we have chosen are not at an adequate level of abstraction.
Using existing formalisms we would have to start again with a new formalisation that is only informally related to the original formal specification. For our simple example, not much work would be lost. However, for large processes, changing the formal specification could entail a huge amount of work. Moreover, as we see from Fig. 1 , there is no simple way to tell that our specification is in any way unsatisfactory.
The same problem also occurs with feature addition. Imagine that we implement Rob to obtain the required drinks from VM1 and VM2 with our high-level atomic actions. Later, however, we are required to add a new feature to the robot, namely to obtain drink d1 from VM. Normally the formal specification is thrown away and a new specification based on a new set of "atomic actions" is written. We, instead, propose to formally refine the specification by applying a vertical refinement.
In Section 5 we give a solution to the example that works if we interpret the lowlevel processes as broadcast processes, i.e. processes with local control of output, rather than handshake processes.
Let N ames be a finite set of names, Act 
• A path is a sequence of states and actions and the set of paths generated by the LTS A is:
We write |ρ| for the number of actions in (i.e. length of) a path and ρ α for the sequence of actions ρ
We will write for the empty sequence of actions, hence
The complete traces of A are:
A process diverges when it engages in an infinite sequence of τ actions. Divergence has been treated in at least three distinct ways in the literature. Divergence as chaos in [3] , chaos free divergence in [6] and the fair interpretation found in [9, 18] . We believe our approach would work with any of these interpretations as long as divergence is defined in the same way on both handshake and broadcast processes. We have chosen a fair interpretation of divergence as this can be found in both broadcast [23] and handshake [9, 18] semantics.
We use strong fairness: a path is fair if, whenever something can occur infinitely often it does occur infinitely often. Thus if a process is offered the ability to perform s b −→• infinitely often then the action must ultimately be taken. The fair traces of A are:
Our definition of parallel composition models point-to-point synchronisation and is closer to CCS parallel composition than CSP parallel composition. We avoid CSP-style parallel composition as its ability to model multi-way synchronisation would force us to use a more complicated definition of vertical refinement.
Definition 2 Parallel composition of LTS
We will write as short for Act . Note this parallel composition does not allow any actions to be concurrent, all must be synchronised.
•
We define refusals:
→n} and failure refinement [3] :
where ρ is a sequence of actions and C and A are processes.
The LTS in Definition 1 takes no account of τ actions being unobservable, so we would call it a strong semantics (→) and based on it we have a strong equivalence (= X ) and a strong refinement ( X ) .
We will define, in Section 2.1, a strong semantics of actions and then, in Section 2.2, quite separately give a meaning to unobservable τ actions by defining how to abstract these actions to build an observational semantics. This "separation of concerns" is more common in operational models [18, 2] than denotational models [3] . The reason we do this is that we want the observational semantics to be the same on both layers of handshake processes and layers of broadcast processes.
Refinement, meaning and strong semantics
We should think of the LTS semantics of a process as defining some underlying machinery on which strong equality and strong refinement are built. A single LTS can be used to mean different processes and the different meanings can be formalised using different equalities. By taking the meaning of a specification to be the set of implementations that it can be refined into we can give specifications different meanings by applying different refinements.
Let LT S be the set of all LTSs. Our definition of refinement is parameterised by:
(i) the set of contexts we can use,
Ob a function from LTS to a set of observations. Ob is the set containing any observation of any process.
• This definition is derived from the generalised testing semantics in [22] . By the explicit use of contexts this definition of refinement can be applied to different kinds of things. Contexts for handshake process are {( x)|x ∈ LT S} [1, 22] , contexts for abstract data types are traces [7, 22] {( x)|x ∈ (Act τ ) * } and contexts for broadcast have local control of output [23] .
From any definition of refinement we have an equality: 
Abstraction
Our definition of observational semantics is quite separate from the definition of strong equality/refinement. This allows us to use the same observational semantics on a layer of handshake processes and a layer of broadcast processes.
Definition 4 Observational semantics =⇒:
Definition 4, or an equivalent definition, has appeared in [9, 6, 20] , and see [20] for a comparison with the literature and a discussion about stability.
Our definition of abstraction, like the definitions in CCS and ACP [2] , formalises a "fairness" assumption, i.e. τ loops that can be exited must be exited after a finite number of times around the loop.
From the definition of an observational semantics (⇒) we have defined an abstraction function Abs which we now use to define an observational refinement aX from a strong refinement X :
A aX C def = Abs(A) X Abs(C) An observational equivalence = aX can be defined in the obvious way, the point being that X could be failure refinement F or a trace refinement T r .
Layers
Both things and contexts are modelled using LTSs. A layer consists of a set of things, a set of contexts and a refinement relation.
where T X is a set of LTSs used to represent things , Ξ X a set contexts and X ⊆ T X × T X is a refinement relation on things.
The things represented in the layer are equivalence classes of = X . Where not confusing we will misuse terminology and refer to an individual LTS as one of the things in the layer. Importantly, different layers can represent different kinds of things (Section 2.1).
Vertical refinement
We apply to LTS representations of both high-level things T H and contexts Ξ H . Similarly vA can be applied to LTS representations of both low-level things T L and contexts Ξ L .
Let P H ∈ T H be the high-level things, and X H ∈ Ξ H be the high-level contexts. Similarly let P L ∈ T L be the low-level things, and X L ∈ Ξ L be the low-level contexts.
The term [A H ] X H models the interaction of the high-level process A H with its high-level context X H and this can be seen as an abstract specification of the desired behaviour. A more concrete specification (or implementation) is the low-level behaviour. These interactions are represented by [ A H ] X H . Next we discuss what properties we want interpretations and vA to have in order that they constitute a vertical refinement.
Fig. 2. Stepwise Refinement
Vertical refinement V may be preceded by some high-level refinement steps and may itself precede low-level refinement steps (Fig. 2) . Ideally we would require this sequence of refinements to be well behaved but whether a design decision at one layer is preserved by a process at another layer is a matter of interpretation. Consequently we call this sequence of refinements well behaved if: refinements within a layer are well behaved and both vertical refinements and low-level refinements can be interpreted as high-level refinements (see Fig. 2 ).
Definition 6 Functions and vA define a vertical refinement between a highlevel layer (T H , Ξ H , H ) and a low-level layer
In practice we use LTS to represent things and thus will have no problem applying , a function from LTS to LTS. As the things at any layer are actually equivalence classes of LTSs it would be desirable that was a monotonic function and hence could be lifted to a function between equivalence classes, i.e. between things. The vertical refinement we will apply in the stepwise development of our example specification will use that is not monotonic. Although monotonicity may be regained by restricting handshake processes to the constructable processes of [21] we leave this to future work.
In our example the high-level process R1 is refined into Rob that satisfies the first two conditions, i.e. that in context VM1 drink d1 is obtained and in context VM2 drink d2 is obtained. We will construct a vertical refinement Rob that can be refined into Robot L such that Robot L satisfies the third and final part of the specification, i.e. in context VM obtain drink d1.
Because 
Individual layers
Before we can define a vertical refinement between a handshake and a broadcast layer we must define the individual layers using the definitions in Section 2.1 and Section 2.3. In this section we define our layers and to give some confidence that the resulting refinement preorders are reasonable we show that the handshake preorder is the fair failures of [8, 19] and the broadcast preorder is very similar to the quiescence preorder of Segala [23] .
Handshake layer (T Hs
The handshake layer allows any LTS to be a thing T Hs def = LT S and contexts to be Ξ Hs def = { x|x ∈ T Hs }. We define Hs def = (Ξ Hs ,T r cf ) . For terminating processes Hs is failure refinement (see [22] for details).
Because, in our definition of refinement, we allow fair traces to be observed the refinement of cyclic processes is not that of CSP, but is the same as the definition in [8, 19] where further details of this refinement can be found.
Assuming fair tests and only the special action ω observable we have the should tests of [8] that characterise should refinement.
From [8] As we might expect (and as Lemma 1 shows), using fair tests and all actions observable still characterises the same preorder. We show that (Ξ Hs ,T r cf ) refinement is the same preorder as should , the refinement of [8] and thus the pre-congruence results in [8] apply to our refinement.
There has long been interest in the relation between handshake and broadcast style communication but there are many variations of both styles. A comparison of the "point-to-point" handshake communication of CCS with the multi-way broadcast of CBS can be found in [15] . But the handshake and broadcast styles also differ in that broadcast has local control of output whereas with handshake-style communication all actions can be blocked. The only difference between our handshake and broadcast models will be that broadcast cannot be blocked by any context.
Here we relate handshake and broadcast models that both use point-to-point communication. We believe we could have considered handshake and broadcast models that both use multi-way synchronisation (CSP, ACP and CBS) but here we choose to keep to the simpler point-to-point model.
We require broadcast processes to have all input actions enabled from all states, this being a common way to model local control of output [23, 14] .
Definition 8
T
The finite traces in our semantics T r ? are the usual quiescent traces [23] , i.e. finite traces that stop in a state that can only listen, and the infinite traces in T r ? are fair.
. These traces can be used as the set of observations in our definition of refinement (Definition 3) and directly as a denotational semantics.
Definition 9 Broadcast semantics:
• Semantics that, in the simple setting that we consider, are very similar to Definition 9 appear in [23, 14] . But whereas Segala [23] gives meaning to τ actions in his definition of fair trace we use Abs so that the same definition can be applied to both handshake and broadcast processes. Consequently our semantics are slightly different to that in [23] .
It is frequently clearer to not show all the listening loops. Such LTS can be interpreted as broadcast processes by assuming listening loops to be implicit. Function M BC turns a process into a broadcast process by simply adding n a?
−→n to any n for which a? is not enabled.
−→n|¬n a?
−→}) The effect of M BC on the semantics can be
c! best understood by considering some examples. Process P! (see right) would be deterministic in the handshake world, i.e. a context can "choose" if P! performs b! or c!. But applying M BC to any context in which P! can be placed prevents the contexts from blocking b! or c! thus making P! nondeterministic. Later we will find that the nondeterminism of the choice between output, as seen in P!, is essential for our definition of refinement to satisfy the specification in Section 1.1.
Finally we establish that our general definition of refinement when applied to broadcast processes generates the same preorder as our denotational semantics.
We map an active high-level action such as b! (see Fig. 3 ) into three parts, first performing the try action try b! and subsequently either aborting (rej b?) if the context cannot synchronise on b or succeeding (acc b?) if the context can synchronise on b. The mapping for the passive action b? can be seen in right-hand side of Fig. 3 .
Our function from a high-level layer to a low-level layer will not only map a! and a? actions to different processes but also add try/reject loops wherever an action cannot be performed (see left-hand side of Fig. 3 ).
• n Although we see this as the natural solution, because of the addition of the try b?, rej b! loops at all nodes n for which b? / ∈ π(n), the refinement mapping is neither an action refinement [4] nor indeed an instance of Rensink and Gorrieri's Vertical Implementation [5] .
We need some care in interpreting the actions of Fig. 3 . In particular both handshake actions b! and b? are able to be blocked but the broadcast actions try b!,rej b! and acc b! are not. Fig. 3 .
Definition 10 Let
Next we define vertical abstraction B Abs H . It should be noted that each try x? action is replaced by two τ actions, one each way. 
Handshake on Broadcast
The refinement for our high-level handshake layer is failure subset and on the lowlevel broadcast layer it is trace subset. Theorem 1 shows that it is reasonable to model certain components of the broadcast layer as "atomic actions" on the handshake layer. The set of high-level contexts Ξ H are mapped into H Ξ H B . As H Ξ H B ⊂ Ξ B the low-level refinement permits a greater set of contexts.
Continuing the Robot example from Section 1.1
Having shown in Theorem 1 that functions from Definition 10 and Definition 11 constitute a vertical refinement between a high-level handshake layer and a lowlevel broadcast layer, we now use it to refine our example specification. Fig. 4 is a nondeterministic broadcast process. In particular which button, b1 or b2, it tries to push first is not determined. Hence when offered both buttons by VM its behaviour is nondeterministic. Process Robot L is a refinement of H Rob H B that will always try button b1 before b2. Hence when offered both buttons b1 and b2 it will always push b1.
Broadcast processes can be viewed as handshake processes that happen to have input always enabled. But if we treat them as handshake processes we must apply handshake refinement. Viewed as a handshake process H Rob H B in Fig. 4 is deterministic and cannot be refined, not even into Robot L .
Starting with "the robot must obtain drink d1 from VM1" (see Fig. 1 ) we build R1 def = c!, b1!, d1!. In order to satisfy "the robot must obtain drink d2 from VM2" this high-level process is refined into Rob. Because we cannot satisfy "the robot must obtain drink d1 from VM" we apply the functions from Definition 10 and Definition 11 that perform a vertical refinement (Theorem 1), transforming the high-level processes into low-level processes. We then perform a low-level refinement that satisfies the third and final part of the specification seen in Fig. 4 . Although for finite high-level processes we have been using failure refinement it is not true that Rob is a failure refinement of R1. But this is not a problem as Rob is a refinement of R1 using LOTOS's extension [10] , conf [11] and F δ "weak sub-typing" of [16] . As it is well known that failure refinement implies all of these refinements, see [22] for details, then vertical refinement must preserve these refinements also.
Our refinement steps were R1 conf Rob V H Rob H B (Ξ BC ,T r cf ) Robot L . Because V is a vertical refinement we know that Rob (Ξ Hs ,T r cf ) B Abs H (Robot L ) and as for finite processes (Ξ Hs ,T r cf ) is F and as it is well known that F ⇒ conf we have that R1 conf B Abs H (Robot L ) and that Robot L satisfies all three of the specified properties.
Conclusion
In this work we have applied a general framework similar to that of [22] to fair nonterminating processes. We show that our definition of refinement for handshake communication is essentially the same as those in [8, 19] . In addition our definition of refinement for broadcast communication is very similar to those in [23] .
The two contributions of this work are:
(i) A definition of vertical refinement between processes with atomic actions that may be of a distinct kind, e.g. handshake or broadcast;
(ii) The stepwise refinement of some simple specifications that, to the best of our knowledge, were previously unsatisfiable in existing formal methods.
Comparison of vertical refinement with the literature
Our vertical refinement is clearly related to non-atomic refinement in Z and Object Z [13, 12] , action refinement, i.e. the replacing of a high-level action by a low-level process, and vertical implementation [4, 5] . Non-atomic refinement in Z and Object Z is defined as a constrained form of action refinement, in particular high-level actions can only be replaced by a sequence of low-level actions. For an interesting survey of action refinement see [4] . It has been powerfully argued that action refinement is overly restrictive as a method of top-down design (see [4, Ch 7] ). One solution to the restrictions of action refinement is vertical implementation [5, 4] which like action refinement uses a function from actions to processes.
Our vertical refinement is based not on a function between high-level actions and low-level processes but on a relations between high-level processes and lowlevel processes. Further, vertical refinement allows the individual layers to have distinct refinement relations and this means that different layers can model different kinds of actions, e.g. handshake, broadcast or even abstract data types.
Proof From Definition 3 the first ⇐⇒ reduces to: Proof Monotonicity:
From Fig. 2 we can see that we only need to prove P H = aH vA( P H ). All try x!, try x?, rej x? and rej x! actions added by will be turned into τ loops by vA that can be collapsed into a single state by = H . This just leaves the renaming x! into acc x? plus x? into acc x! and back again.
